**MAKING CITIES**

**ECONOMIES OF PRODUCTION AND URBANISATION IN MEDITERRANEAN EUROPE 1000–500 BCE**

*International symposium supported by the European Research Council*

**PROGRAM**

**18 MAY 2017**

9.00–9.15  Welcome and introduction

**SESSION 1: PROCON RESULTS** *(discussant: Simon Stoddart)*

09.15–09.45  Margarita Gleba, Joanne Cutler & Bela Dimova – *Production and Consumption of textiles in Italy and Greece*

09.45–10.10  Beatriz Marin Aguilera – *Production and Consumption of textiles in Spain*

10.10–10.25  Susanna Harris – *Textiles of value in proto–urban Italy*

Discussion

10.30–11.00  *Coffee break*

**SESSION 2: TEXTILES AND URBANISATION ACROSS EUROPE** *(discussant: Simon Stoddart)*

11.00–11.20  Francesca Fulminante, R. Witcher, P. Carafa & C. Capanna – *Textile Production in Central Italy: initial Insight from Survey Data*

11.20–11.40  Lin Foxhall – *Webs of knowledge: Untangling textile production in ancient Athens*

11.40–12.00  Manuel Fernandez–Gotz – *Early Iron Age urbanism north of the Alps: production, consumption, and political economy*

Discussion

12:30–13:30  *LUNCH*

**SESSION 3: GREECE** *(discussant: Irene Lemos)*

13.30–13.50  Jacques Perreault & Zisis Bonias – *Argilos, the booming economy of a silenced city*

13.50–14.10  Despoina Tsiafaki – *Regional economies and productions in the area of the Thermaic Gulf*

14.10–14.30  Alexander Mazarakis Ainian – *Production activities in the South Euboean Gulf during the Early Iron Age*

14.30–14.50  Karl Reber – *Production activities and economy in Early Iron Age Eretria*

Discussion

15.30–16.00  *Coffee break*

16.00–16.20  Robin Osborne – *Production, urbanisation and the rise of Athens in the Archaic period*

16.20–16.40  Ioulia Tzonou–Herbst – *Making Corinth 800–500 BCE*

16.40–17.00  Lesley Beaumont – *Productive economies at Zagora*

17.00–17.20  Antonis Kotsonas – *Making Cretan cities: urbanisation, demography and economic specialisation from the Early Iron Age to the Archaic period*

Discussion
19 MAY 2017  
**SESSION 4: ITALY** (discussant: Christopher Smith)

09.00–09.20  Anthony Tuck – *Resources and Rituals: The politics of production at Poggio Civitate (Murlo)*

09.20–09.40  Corinna Riva – *Wine production and consumption in 6th–century BC Southern Etruria: standardisation and codification*

09.40–10.00  Giovanna Gambacurta – *Making cities in Veneto between the 10th and the 6th century BC*

10.00–10.20  Massimo Vidale & Paolo Michelini – *Craft production and early urbanisation in protohistoric Padua (Veneto, north–eastern Italy) in the 1st millennium BC*

**Discussion**

10.40–11.10  *Coffee break*

11.10–11.30  Alessandro Guidi & Federico Nomi – *Making Aggeres: the Colle Rotondo defence system in the framework of late protohistoric Central Italy*

11.30–11.50  Francesco Meo – *Transformations and continuities in a Messapian settlement from the Iron Age to the Hellenistic period: the example of Muro Leccese*

11.50–12.10  Albert Nijboer – *Cooperation and technological transfer in the Western Mediterranean, 1000–700 BC*

**Discussion**

12.30–13.30  **LUNCH**

**SESSION 5: SPAIN** (discussant: Cyprian Broodbank)


13.50–14.10  Javier Jiménez Ávila – “*Build palaces in Spain*”: Production and consumption in post–Orientalizing Iberia

14.10–14.30  Maria Luisa Ruiz–Gálvez – *Not all that glitters is gold: craft, craftspeople and the city*

**Discussion**

14.50–15.20  *Coffee break*

15.20–15.40  Ana Delgado Hervas – *Migrant communities, household economies, and consumption practices: making cities in the south of Iberia (9th–5th centuries BC)*

15.40–16.00  David Garcia i Rupert, Isabel Moreno Martínez & Laura Álvarez Estapé – *Weaving power during the early Iron Age (c. 650–575 BC). Evidence of textile production from the Sant Jaume Complex (Alcanar, Catalonia, Spain)*

16.00–16.20  Jaime Vives–Ferrándiz Sanchez – *Trade, urbanisation and social change in south–east Iberia during the early Iron Age*

**Discussion**

Final discussion